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MAYOR PLATOU MAKES PRINCIPAL ADDRESS AT NORWEGIANS BIG FEST

Told the Story of Norway's Fight for Liberty — Ever
- ing Norway's Great People, With a Big Dance.

Mayor Platou made his principal address at the Norwegian's Big Fest last evening at the Opera House.

The first part of the program consisted of songs and music appropriate to the Norwegian's Big Fest.

There were several announcements of addresses to be given at the Norwegian's Big Fest.

The Norwegian's Big Fest was opened with a brief introduction to the audience.

The program then proceeded to the main event of the evening, which was the principal address of Mayor Platou.

Mayor Platou's address was entitled "The Story of Norway's Fight for Liberty".

In his address, Mayor Platou recounted the history of Norway's struggle for independence from Sweden.

He began by describing the political situation in Norway at the time of the Reformation, when the country was divided into two factions:

- The "Strengers" who supported the Danish king
- The "Kongers" who supported the Norwegian king

The situation was further complicated by the fact that Norway was ruled by a Danish king, who was also the king of Sweden.

The two factions fought a series of battles, with the "Kongers" ultimately emerging victorious.

Mayor Platou then went on to describe the battle of Parnawa, which was fought on September 5, 1568, and which marked the end of the Strenger-king's reign.

The battle was fought on the banks of the Parnawa River, and the Norwegian forces emerged victorious.

Mayor Platou concluded his address by reminding the audience of the sacrifices made by the Norwegian people during the struggle for independence.

"It is a testament to the courage and perseverance of the Norwegian people that they were able to overcome such odds and achieve their goal of independence," he said.

Mayor Platou's address was well-received by the audience, who stood and cheered as he concluded.

After the address, the program proceeded to an evening of music and dance, which lasted until the early hours of the morning.

The Norwegian's Big Fest ended with a final address by the Norwegian consul, who thanked the audience for their support and wished them well.

The atmosphere was one of celebration and patriotism, with the Norwegian flag flying high and the Norwegian national anthem being sung.

The Norwegian's Big Fest was a resounding success, and it was hoped that it would inspire the Norwegian community to continue to support their country and its values.

The Norwegian's Big Fest was a reminder of the strength and resilience of the Norwegian people, and of the importance of preserving their culture and traditions.

It was a fitting tribute to the country's history, and a source of pride for all those who participated.
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